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37. Yeer of age, beginning Sept. 19. 1652 ending Sept. 1653. 
 

 This yeer the ascendant 

comes to the terms of ¤ in 

November, and ¥ to the Termes 

of ¦, both salutiferous Directions 

as concerning Health, so also in 

point of Honour, Reputation and 

the Affaires of the world; they 

induce the Native to Wanton 

thoughts, and offer opportunity; 

& although § to the Semisquare 

of ¥ may denote some 

slacknesse and failings in 

Servants, and private contests 

with some men of better quality, 

yet the occurse of ¦ to the Ä of 

¡, and immediately after the 

M.C. to a Quintil of ¤ in January, doe compleat the desires of our Native concerning some 

Journey Westward, and promise him very much Honour, Wealth and Estimation by 

meanes of a second Marriage, if he now want a Wife: the Directions do also advise the 

Native to traffick in such things, and in such Commodities or men, as are Veneriall; they 

introduce to our Native some publick office in the common-wealth, with large increase of 

his Patrimony; as also, the betaking of himselfe to some new house, and curiously 

furnishing the same with fit ornaments, &c. the ¢ to the CA of ¥, may import some 

asperations, and engage our Native in a Lawsuit with a man or men of Martiall 

corporature, and for Martiall Commodities; or it may argue disagreement with Neighbours 

or Kindred, about the Wives Portion, for some weeks, but the force of the benevolent 

Directions preceding, and now the ascendant its subsequent Byquintil to the ¢, doth to our 

Native's great content, for matter of Portion, conclude all; for the last aspect is in œ, and in 

the second 
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of our Native's Radix, which doth also augment our Native's private Fortune by his owne 

industry, and his own way of Trade and Commerce: M.C. to the Termes of § gives 

another rub to the Native, by meanes of a Saturnine man, and some little time protracts his 

occasions, untill in March the ¢ hath occurse to the cusp of the llth house, and also to the 

Termes of ¦ in ™, and the ascendant to a Byquintil of ¤ and Quintil of ¥ in March 1653. 

which in my judgment seems to be either the very time, or neer the consummation of 

Marriage, if a Wife be wanting: and certainly these Directions are not vaine, or will have 

little effects, they do undoubtedly designe this yeer 37. to be a yeer of extraordinary 

advancement, by the Natives owne industry, or of new and honourable friends in the 

Courts, of Princes: £ followes the precedent auspicious Directions with his Ä to ¥, 

inducing the Native to perfect some Reckonings, and cast over his Accompts, and bestirre 

himselfe in the world, it augments his credit in the place he lives in; but then in April 1653. 

¦ to the Ã of ¥, and the ascendant to the Å of the ¡, doe denote, our Native shall receive 

some damage by Martiall men in his trusting of them, they becomming Bankrupts: and that 

he shall have some jarring with his Wife, and with other Women also; and it also threatens 

danger in Estate by Women, and by entrusting Lunar men, perhaps some small disaster at 

Sea; our Native may endanger his health, and get a feaver by surfet on crude raw Fruits, 

or a surfet of cold, as the ascendant in Å to ¡ in œ; the ¡ in “, being Promittor, and 

posited in the fourth of the Radix; this Sicknesse may therefore come by drinking Healths, 

or overcharging the stomack, of which the Native must take care, and purge Flegme 

especially.  

 
Revolution 37. 

 I find ¤ is Lady of the ascendant, Retrograde and ¥ Lord of the sixt in Â with, ¡ in –, 

as if the Wind chollick in the Bowels, and some rhuematick matter would offend the 

Native's Eyes; the returne of § to the place of ¥ incites and stirres up Choler, and yet not 

to impeach the Native's health much, for the « is in the sixt, and not a Planet in the 

Revolution  
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is fixed but §, who was Lord of the ascendant in the Radix, and now elevated in the tenth 

house.  

 ¥ and ¡ are in Ä of ¦ out of the llth and third, as if the Native should receive some 

good from his Kindred; the Á so neer to the ¢, is an argument of some aspersion upon 

the Natives good name; as also, of hurt in the Eyes; and yet the Å of ¢ and ¦ may 

somewhat mitigate the evill intended by it: § I observe is returned to a perfect Å of his 

owne place in the Radix by his transit, it portends a quartan Ague; which together with the 

ascendant his progresse to the Å of the ¡, may confirme; and though he is fixed, and so 

may produce the Disease to a great length, yet do I find ¦ by transit to touch almost the 

radicall degree ascending, as if Physick, and carefull observation of Dyet should lessen 

the malice portended by these influences: and doubtlesse the yeer cannot but be of much 

action in matters of the world, and so in health, as the Profectionall Revolution, being the 

same of the Radix, doth evidently insinuate: The maine things intended both in the 

Directions and in the Revolutions, is a Marriage and a Sicknesse, &c. or if he be married, 

wanton thoughts and such infirmities as proceed from ¡ and § ill affected, doe most 

detriment to the Native. 

 
 

Directions for the 38th yeer of age, beginning Sept. 19. 1653.ending Sept. 1654 

  

  

 Which seems here to begin well, by reason that 

° to a Semiquintil of ¢, and ¥ to a Quintil of 

himselfe happens in Sept. 1653. which Directions 

doe signifie, that our Native may expect good 

encrease, (according to the measure of trade) in that 

way of Mercature or course of life he shall then lead, 

and that in Commodities Veneriall he shall much  
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enlarge his Profession, as ° to a Semiquintil of ¤ insinuates; the Ã of £ to ¡ out of the 

llth to the fourth, directs the Native to be curious and watchfull over his Servants, and of 

such as he may entrust with his Commodities, there being pregnant signs of some 

counterfeit obliterations in their accompts, reckonings, bils of credit, and the like, belonging 

to the Native: now for that ¤ in December comes to a CA of ¥, it may onely point out 

some Martiall Magistrate or Kindred, but in a slighting way; for the ¢ in March comes to a 

Ä of ¥, which promoteth our Native to great preferment with the most principall men or 

Magistrates of the City or Country he then lives in; it produceth the friendship of the 

Nobility, Gentry, &c. and inclines our Native to hunt, ride Horses, and adviseth now to 

deale in Armes, or with Martiall men, for that he himselfe may expect some Command or 

Office in the place he liveth in; and if it so happen that Marriage was not confirmed the 

precedent yeer, this doth most confidently performe it, by reason ¥ is in the Radix a 

principall Significator of Wife, and now it will be advantagious and profitable to deale in 

Armes, Iron, &c. belssings one after another seem to happen to the Native, for ¦ to the Ä 

of £, being Disposer of °, and Lord of the fourth, may produce our Native a young Sonne, 

and afford him some further increment by portion of the Wife: the ascendant afterwards in 

June 1654. hath direction to the Quintil. of £, as if the Native should now have rectified his 

books of Accompts, and receive much benefit in and from Mercuriall men and things, and 

have society more then usuall with Schollers, Secretaries, Factors, Atturneys, &c. and yet 

at the same time, and in the same moneth of June 1654, the ¡ her occurse to ¥, gives 

caution of distemper in the Body, by reason of ill digestion and too much frequent keeping 

company; but I see no continued Disease, onely matter preparing for one: the ° to Æ of § 

commands trading and dealing in Mines, viz. Lead, Coales, &c. if they are of the nature of 

§, it points out some more encrease of Estate, or purchase of Land by meanes of agad 

people of the Wives consanguinity, &c. a thriving time also is seem'd to continue, for that 

Pars Fortunae to the Termes of ¤ in July will have it so:  
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but immediately after ¤ to the CA of ¥, provokes the anger of some Magistrate against 

him, but to little purpose; for the ascendant to the Quintil of ¦ in œ, and second house, 

affords our Native a great returne, or much encrease of his movable Estate, and shewes 

him to live splendidly, and in great esteem in the world, and that the Goods of fortune doe 

unexpectedly come upon him; it's good, and very good for the Native to be carefull both of 

his Estate and health even immediately after and somewhat before this good aspect; for 

the 24. of August 1654. at what time the Plague is like to be very briefe in London and the 

adjacent parts; the ¢ comes to the Oppostion of ¡: now although the ¢ by reason of his 

existence in the eighth house radically, could not be Hyleg, nor yet the ¡, yet Directions of 

this do not likely passe without some eminent action; I do in the whole course of your life 

dehort from suretiship, as a thing most pestilentially ill for the Native, but in 1653 & 1654 

especially: neither is the ¢ or ¡ essentially strong in the Radix, wherefore we may well 

hope the accident belonging to this Direction shall not be fatall; for although the ¢ is Lord 

of the eighth, yet he is not Anaerata; I conceive it intimates the death of the Father, and a 

violent burning Feaver to the Native by excesse and overheating the Blood; wherefore a 

carefull Dyet must be observed the precedent Sommer, and the Blood in April 1654. 

rectified; no drinking, no excesse in Dyet, must beused: if the Disease come by surfet, 

vomit without doubt the day after is best: It also denotes strong Ã betwixt the Native and 

his friends, concerning some parcell of Land or Goods may be bequeathed, some Law-

suits, and the hatred of Women in aboundance; sore Eyes, or distillations in them, &c. 

beware of a fall from a sorrell Horse. 

 

Revolution for the 38th Yeer. 

 We have ¥ in the ascendant, and the ¡ in š, afflicted by his presence; § is now 

transited to the degree of the eighth in the Radix, and ° is in Â with him, § hath no 

dignities in •; here's some cheating the Native of a bequeathed Legacy, & waste of it by 

those should pay it: this Revolution is ill for matter of estate in regard § is weak, & afflicts 

°, & Á in – where ° was in Radice; yet  
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encrease are more then of losses, for ¦ and ¢ are in Ä out of the ninth and second, and 

¤ beholds the ascendant with a Æ, and so doth ¥ also: « is in œ and in the second 

house, so that although our Native may be abused one way, yet generally the position of 

the Revolution and annual Directions doe overgoe in fortitudes the malevolent radiations, 

from hence, as it may be collected our Native shall sustaine some losses, yet it may be 

hoped his gaines shall exceed them; openly his health generally is most concerned this 

yeer, even at the entrance of it: and at the conclusion, some good hopes the ¡ gives by 

her profectionall positure in ”, otherwayes I find it not safe to reside in London this yeer; 

for in the Protection § is in “, and the Ã of ¢ and ¡ is in ™ and “; but this is to be left to 

the discretion of the Native, for he seeing some epidemicall Disease to begin in London, 

must avoyd the City for this yeer, lest the generality of the fate, and his also now particular 

ill Direction, doe not oppresse him with an infirmnesse. 

 
 

Directions for the 39th yeer of age, beginning Sept.19, 1654. 
ending Sept. 1655.  

 

 What ever the last yeers 

malevolent progresse of ¢ to the Ã of 

¡ might protend, it seems to be in part 

lessened, but not totally evaded untill 

the entrance of this yeer, wherein ¤ 

ad Dom. 11. and Ter. ¦, 

prognosticates a recovery by benefit of 

Medicine, and an acquisition of new, 

and no obscure friends, but what was 

either defective in the former 

Directions or Revolution, is amply 

enlarged by the auspicious meeting of 

Pars Fortunae with the degree culminating, the ascendant to « in œ February 1654. and 

M.C. to the  
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Â in ¦ in ™ 1655. in April; see in pag. 707. what Pars fortunae ad M.C. directed signifieth, 

and what the Horoscope to «, fol 664. but above all, what M.C. to the body of ¦, fol. 669. 

 You must now provide for many yeers, nor doth ° to the CA ¦ any more then give 

gentle check in triviall affaires about money-matters with joviall men.  

 ¥ also the Sesquiquadrate of ¡ in — may denote some little losse or ill newes from 

Sea; but the ¡ to the Semisextle of ¥ presently brings better tidings, so that § to the 

Sesquiquintil of ¢ and ¤ to a Ä of ¥ and £ to his owne Æ do unanimosly denuntiate this 

a very successfull yeer, of much action, gain and increment of estate; for the strength of 

the former benevolent Directions of the three hylegicall places to comfortable Promittors, 

doth assure our Native of the happinesse (or as much as he can be capable of) promised 

in the aforesaid places by us in our judgment upon the precedent Directions. 

  

Revolution 39th yeer: or Sun to his radicall place, 1654. 

 ¤ Lady of the ascendant in detriment afflicted by § she in her fall, the ¢ in the sixt, 

and ¡ impedited of ¥ and lately separated from §, seems to confirm the sicknesse I 

predicted the last yeer; the ¡ her now separation from the infortunes and applications to 

£, who beholds the ascendant with Ä, may denote our Native lately escaped a scowring; 

the returne of ¦ to the place of «, and Pars fortunae culminating, £, ¡, ¥, applying to a 

Ä thereof, make good and that to purpose our judgment of the happinesse of this yeer in 

matter of trade and course of life: It may be feared ¥ will excite some cholerick sharp 

rheume in the eyes;, ¤ her affliction by §, and ¡ by ¥, may argue some grievious 

infirmity to the Native's wife, if he be then married; for they are generall designatrices of 

women, and both vitiated now in the fourth, perhaps it may shew danger by child-bearing. 

The Profections give warning of a chollerick sharp matter, and of some passions at the 

heart, winde, &c. that may molest, but not put the Native into a Feaver; for as I determined 

before, the ascendant to the « may assure the Native of health, and that he shall evade all 

other casualties depending either upon  
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the Revolution or Profection by the blessing of Almighty, the Native in time advising with 

the learned Physitian for his health. « in the fourth, and almost 5 planets more, must 

needs give Caution of Tavernes, Ale-houses, houses of delights, and that it will not be safe 

to use much feasting either at his owne or friends house. « in the llth, containeth in effect 

the same judgment of M.C. to ¦, viz. very honourable acquaintance, and augmentation of 

friendship with eminent persons, office, preferment, what not? Jovis omnia plena. 
 
 

Directions for the 40. yeer of age beginning Sept. 19, 1655. ending Sept. 1656. 

 

 

 Which have 22. Directions coincident with this 

yeer: in October the ascendant to the Q of ¢ in œ, 

and Pars fortunae to the Semiquintil of ¦ in ˜, 

have small signification but of the health and 

prosperity of the Native; nor doth ¦ to the Termes 

of £, or the ascendant to a Quintil of ¤, or 

Byquintil, prenote more then a man active and 

carefull in the Affaires of this world, and some 

enlargement of Estate by dealing in Veneriall and 

Martiall Commodities, and with men of their forme 

and shape, for both the Promittors are in œ, they 

may procure some new office, or more enlarge the 

repute of  
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the Native, because ¥ is Lord of the tenth: and also augment the Native's acquaintance 

with persons Martiall, or Magistrates of great account: Pars fortunae to the Semiquintil of 

¡ in ”, and ¥ to Spica Virginis in —, ¦ to Ä of ¢, and ¢ to Æ of £, these are beneficall 

and promising Directions, both in Fame, Name, the Goods of fortune, and what not; and 

they may encourage to traffick, to trade, to commerce both with Solar and Joviall persons; 

and I see no cause why ¥ to Spica Virginis may not afford a plentifull successe from the 

West and Southerne parts; and although the ¢ to Æ £ may for a small time puzzle him 

with some difficulties in Reckonings, Accompts, and with witty Atturneys, Secretaries, 

Scriveners, or the like, yet the bountifulnesse of the precedent Directions doe abate his 

overthwartnesse of Paper affaires; however, ¤ to the Ã of ¡ doth not please, because 

some scandalous words are cast out to infringe the Native's reputation by some 

Forreigners. In April 1656. § to the Sesquiquintil of ¤, reconciles those aspersions: but ¥ 

to the cusp of the ninth house intends some Journey Westward, or some disputes with 

some of the Wives Kindred; these seem to be of no force, for there instantly succeeds the 

grand Directions of M.C. to ¦, and ¡ to her owne È in May 1656. as if more blessings 

were to fall upon the Native, as in the last yeer predicted from pag. 669. Usually the  

M.C. to ¦, gives the greatest preferment mortals in this world obtaine, it must afford some 

new acquisition of repute, honour, office, magistracy, emolument and thriving in 

Profession, &c. Indeed the positure of ¦ in the twelfth doth a little either lessen it, or gives 

a little distrust of it; but never doubt, for according to the manner and quality of the Native 

his living and existence in the world at this time, so shall his preferment upon this Direction 

succeed; the greatnesse of it is augmented by £ to Cor ˜ in the llth: if Kings be alive now, 

addresse to Court.  

 £ seems to transferre some Estate to the Native from the Mother or Father of the Wife; 

it's good to agitate lustily, for here's ¦ to Ä of ¤ in ›, God giving a blessing, and these 

aspects being in the second house, and in a fixed Signe, should by Joviall men and 

Veneriall, perhaps a Brother or Kinsman of the Wives, gives the Native an ample and large 

encrease in Jewels, Household-stuffe, Money, &c. The Pars fortunae to CA of ¦ may 

something lessen his stock, by  
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trusting Gentlemen or Ecclesiasticall men with Ware, Commodities or Moneys, and 

procures some crooked distaste with them, because they would borrow, but not pay; for ¦ 

in Semisquare to himselfe signifies this, I trow it doth. ¥ to the Termes of £, and Pars 

fortunae ad Terminum ¥ & Å ¤, doe in effect againe vex the Native with unjust 

reckonings, and with unjust men, formerly confided in and supposed to be honest, but 

Pars fortunae to Å of ¤ in ”, argues mutability and fal nesse in some of the Wives 

Consanguinity, but not much; so that in effect this yeer is correspondent to the precedent, 

and forewarnes the Native to manage his actions lustily, and stirre in the world to purpose, 

to venture and adventure, and accordingly to expect his encrease.  

The Directions being so many, I have purposely omitted both the Revolution and 

Profectionall figure of this 40th yeere. 

 
Directions for the 41st yeer of age, beginning Sept. 19. 1656 ending Sept. 1657. 

 

 The actions and dealings 

of the Native in the precedent 

yeer, it seems were not, or 

could be so managed, but 

that they give cause and 

matter of disturbance this 41. 

yeer; the ascendant now 

divolved to a Æ of § in October 1656. doth premonstrate moderate health and much 

society with grave persons, some agitation or treaty for Land, Leases, or the like; it's no 

improsperous Direction, because § in the Radix, was Lord of the ascendant and second, 

things and men Saturnine seem profitable Commodities to deale with: in November Pars 

fortunae comes to Å of ¢, and to the cusp of the seventh house, which originally is the 

house of suits and contentions; from whence I conjecture, our Native shall have much 

Law, wrangling, and many uncomfortable vexations with Solar men, about some 

Possessions, or some Debts of deceased Creditors; these contentions seem to be 

managed stoutly on both sides, for the Direction fals in an  
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Angle and in Cardinall Signes; many provocations and many Lawsuits concerning 

somewhat appertaining to the Wife, perhaps some legacy bequeathed her, but 

notwithstanding these unquiet passages, the ¢ coming to Cor ˜ in the llth house, gives 

our Native honour and reputation (Vide pag. 669), victory and conquest over all enemies, 

but he is advised to be cautious of his health, for usually this Direction points out a violent 

Feaver; it's good to avoyd Horsemanship all January, least a fall doe indanger the right 

Eye; Pars fortunae to a Semisquare of £ portends our Native busie in looking over his 

Servants reckonings, &c. 

 
Revolution. 

 I find ¤ in her owne house, separating from Combustion, a small deale elongated from 

her position in the Radix; £ in Â with ¤, this doth declare the constitution of Body to be 

right in temper, and no excursion of humour, for ¡ is in Ä to ¢, ¤, £ and to ¦; that which 

is of most concernment to the Native is, that ¥ Lord of the second is in the twelfth, neer Â 

with §, it doth concurre something with the Pars fortunae to a Å of ¢, and saith, our 

Native shall have much, or some part of his Substance detained or incarcerated by 

meanes of ill Debtors, Creditors, &c. he must beware Martiall men this yeer in his 

Negotiations; and this in effect is the totall of what is intended this yeer, unlesse ¥ Lord of 

the seventh in the Revolution, portend imprisonment to bankrupts, viz. that some Creditors 

will betake themselves to prison on purpose to cozen the Native. 

 
 

Directions for the 42. yeer of age, beginning § Sept. 19, 1657. 
ending Sept. 1658. 

 

 
 
 Unlesse the malevolent Directions of the former yeer continue in 
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force some parts of this; I see no contradiction why this may not be a successfull one, for 

Pars fortunae ad Sesquiquintil ¥ in ˜ in September, is the forerunner of some profitable 

Bargaine, and some Martiall honour, as gaine obtained by Martiall Commodities: ¦ his 

accesse to the Å of §, may incline the Native to melancholy, and shewes he will have 

some contest in point of Substance with Saturnine men, by meanes of some Joviall 

acquaintance, it may come to a controversie in law, if some Gentleman of quality in 

October decide not the quarrell, which ¥ to the Æ of ¦ doth expresse: as also, a cheerfull 

and recovered soule, and plentifull reputation in the Common-wealth, good returnes from 

beyond Seas, if he deale in Cloths or Veneriall Jewels, for ¤ is in November in Æ with £, 

augmenting the blessings formerly assigned, and doth portend honest accompts shall be 

offered to our Native by his Servants: nor doth § to his owne Termes hurt, but incites our 

Native to be more wary and sparing then formerly of his purse, and studious and 

conversant in History and Divinity; £ hath occurse to the Æ of the ¢, some purchase or 

mortgage, or new legacy, or enquiry about the Goods of deceased people, and 

immediately thereupon he finds himselfe involved in a laborinth of ill words, trouble and 

unjust molestations, be ¡ ad Å £, some forged or counterfeit Writings or Accompts or 

papers molest the Native, Mercurians vex the Native, &c. but £ to a Æ of ¤ in June 

comforts him, truth being discovered, and our Native is restored to pristine contentment, 

and yet M.C. to the Sesquiquadrate of §, things proceed slowly by meanes of Saturnine 

men, and corruption in some Judiciall Officers: I conceive the malignancy of last yeers ill 

Directions, is hardly extinguished till this yeer, and that that trouble which casually doth fall 

out, was occasioned in the last, but ¤ comming September 2, 1658. to Cor Scorpii, in my 

judgment procures a finall end to all differences, to the reputation and content of the 

Native; for ¤ in the Radix was Lady of the fourth, and Almuten of the Geniture, and in this 

yeers Revolution, we have « in the ascendant, ¦ Lord of it in his Exaltation; § Lord of the 

second in —, and ¥ Lord of the llth, twelfth and fourth in ‘: the combustion of  
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§ doth shew some detention of Moneys, movables and Lands from the Native for a time; 

and Á with ¡, the aspersions I mentioned, and the controversies he may expect: but yet in 

the Profectionall Revolution all is well, § being there in —, ¥ in š, ¤ in œ, viz. three 

planets in their Exaltations; all which may argue, that although some misfortune in Estate 

may chance unto him, as predicted, yet he shall expect to overcome the casualties 

threatened, the prevalency and the strength of most of the Planets being so great, and 

fortified with such essentiall Dignities. 

 
 

Directions for the 43. yeer of age, beginning Sept. 19, 1658. 
ending Sept. 1659. 

 

 ¥ to his owne Termes in —, heats 

the reins of the Back, and causeth 

difficulty in Urine, or obstructs those 

passages with a cholerick windy matter; 

but the ascendant to the Termes of £ in 

œ doth quicken his spirits, and cheers 

the Native, he being active and stirring 

to procure in Debts and Moneys owing; 

instantly in November ¢ to his own Æ 

in the llth of the Radix, and in his owne 

Triplicity, and house of ¦, doth afford 

much honour and some preferment 

from and by meanes of the Servants and Officers of great Princes, an apt and convenient 

time it is to be conversant in the Court of Princes; but § in December to the Ã of ¦ in “, 

stirres up many envious people, and some great persons, underhand, by indirect meanes 

to malice, and seek to prevent the Native in the preferment above named, and either his 

owne Servants, or such as he imployes in the nature of Servants, or men of inferiour rank 

and quality prove very trecherous unto him;  
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the Direction a little chils the blood, and causeth windy, melancholy vapours to ascend, 

whereby for some weeks the Native is nothing so pleasant, yet Pars fortunae to the 

Termes of £ intimates a carefulnesse in prosecuting his Affaires; and although § againe 

obviate the Ã of ¦ with latitude, in February 1658, thereby involving his affaires into some 

difficulties, with intricate & unheard of villanies, by some former friends, yet the ¢ having a 

Æ to ¤, replenisheth our Native with plentfull matters to rejoyce his heart, and coverts all 

his dumps into pleasing and profitable matters, and if the Native be now unmarried, 

without doubt it produceth him a gallant wel-bred Gentlewoman, or some eminent and 

advantageous Preferment of Office, great and generall estimation every where, successfull 

returns or bargains, and perhaps he may take a journey Westward; now let the Native 

follow his affaires without distrust, and largly employ that Tallent God hath given him, and I 

conceive Veneriall Commodities will be prospergus &c. £ in June 1659, comes to Term ¤, 

Servants become trusty, Mercurians I mean; and ¦ in July to Term ¤, a wel-ordered body, 

in good tempper, no result appears, nor doth the Semisquare of ° to ¢ impeach our 

Native's happpinesse, some small diminution by a Solar Creditor a man formerly of good 

account, and some squabbling with a Magistrate; but ¥ to the Byquintil of ¡, and M.C. to a 

Byquntil of ¥, insinuate more estimation from men of Martiall condition, and from the 

vulgar; and it may prenote some Martiall preferment for the Native: but the ascendant in 

Aug. 1659, to the Sesquiquadrate of ¥, doth point out some small rubs in attaining it, or 

the malice of some that would, but cannot impeach it. 

 
Revolution Soils ad punctum radicis, Sept. 19, 1658, 6:38 P.M. 

 If generally we expect good from those houses where the Fortunes are radically 

collocated, we may put in for a share this yeer into the seventh, where we have both ¡ 

and ¤ Lady of the ascendant in the Revolution; we have ¦ in the fourth, in his owne 

Triplicity, in Æ with ¢ and ¥, in Å to ¤ and ¡ in Signes of long ascention, equivalent to a 

Ä; it concurres with the annuall Direction-judgment, that if our Native be unmarried, he 

shall celebrate Matrimony again, and  
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with good advantage in Portion, for ¦ is in •, and « in the seventh and ¡ separates from 

Å to ¦ to a Â of ¤, doubtlesse ¦ in the fourth promiseth a Sonne this yeer (if there be 

capacity) but we must also have or expect some gall, for the ¢ is in Â with ¥, and is 

thereby afflicted, some symptomes of a Feaver, or much vexed with private enemies, and 

Martiall ill servants, or heat in the kidneys, for ¥ hath dominion in the twelfth in ‘, being 

intercepted and he is Lord of the seventh, and this may prove rather a vexation in mind, 

then any reall or actual harm, because ¦ is in friendly partill Æ with them both, and § Lord 

of the ascendant in the Radix is now in his Exaltation: there's also like to be some small 

diminution in ourNative's stock, because Á is in the Signe of the second, or some distrust 

thereof; doubtlesse Sol and ¥ in — confirme the former judgment, that the Native may be 

subject to the Stone, or paine in the Reines and Kidneys. The Profectionall Revolution 

having the Signe of the seventh ascending, stirres up vulgar Lunar enemies, and yet 

giveth hopes of Marriage (if indicated,) and strong caution to be carefull of trusting Martiall 

or red headed men with his Estate; here's probality that he may lay in prison some rascall 

Creditors, for ¦ is in “ and § is in Ã to ¦ in the Directions this yeer; I cannot commend 

Joviall men much this yeer for auspitious men to deal with. 

 
 

Directions for the 44th yeer age, beginning ¡ Sept. 19, 1659, 
ending Sept, 1660. 

 

 The entrance of the yeer begins in scuffling with men of some good Quality, the Native 

finding those enemies whom he expected friends, as is apparent by Medium coeli to the 

Termes  
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of ¥: the occurse of Pars fortunae to a Semiquadrate of ¤ is not ill, but lessens and quiets 

the preceding stirres by meanes of some Veneriall friends, who reconcile those 

differences; and yet men active in many things, must expect actions good and bad 

correspondent; now £ to the Ã of ¡ procures some new suits in Law, and the Native puts 

many men in suit, and stirres up much trouble to the Native about his Accompts, and with 

his owne Servants and Creditors, men forge and counterfeit false Writings, or deny Debts, 

and ill newes comes from beyond Seas, or remote parts, but no great detriment in fortune 

succeeds, for Pars fortunae in February to È of ¦, permits no visible losse, but comforts 

the Native, and giveth good hopes; but instantly Pars fortunae to the Å of £ threatens 

damage by Mercuriall men, waste and consumption of estate by ill Creditors, surmised, 

false accompts, forgeries and perjuries, many contentions, law-suits for Money, &c. and 

yet the ¢ to the Termes of ¤ keeps our Native healthfull, gives him hopes of victory, and 

victory it selfe in the end: In May 1660. £ comes to the Quintil of §, inclining the Native to 

gravity, sobriety and temperatenesse, and perfect some reckonings with people aged, to 

the good content of the Native; which good successe is augmented by Juptier to the 

Sesquiquintil of ¡, procuring love and estimation amongst his Neighbours, and concluding 

some differences; the aspect seems to bring in some substance, &c. the Æ of ¤ to the ¢ 

succeeds, affording new, and those no obscure acquaintance and friends, and seems to 

promise great worldly happinesse, to the exceeding content and good liking of the Native: 

but as if there were no setled happinesse in this life, ¢ hath occurse to the Ã of ¡ in the 

latter end of July, which shewes great distemper in the Natives health and constitution, 

heats the blood, and procures a violent burning feaver, and sore eyes; and because one 

mischiefe comes seldome alone, it stirs up many great men against the Native, and 

causeth the Native's owne friends to desert him, and they to deale in point of trust falsly 

with him, and keep back that Moneys or stock he hath trusted them with; it stirres up much 

jealousie betwixt the Native and his Wife, many and sundry Law-suits, much vexation and 

torment both in mind and body: the precedent Æ of ¤ to the ¢ doth somewhat  
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lessen these unhappinesses; but being precedent and not subsequent to this malevolent 

Direction, it cannot quite take away the malice; the CA of ¦ to the ¡ in ›, doth rather 

strengthen then diminish this aspect; but what is signified hereby, is rather in matter of 

Estate then health. 

 

Revolution of the 44. yeer of age, ¡ Sept. 19. 1659. 

 The ¢ Lord of the ascendant is in Æ to it, as if the Native would by his proper vertue 

struggle with and for his health; forasmuch as • possesseth the first and second houses, 

our Native should hold fast his owne, and not altogether lose, as in the Directions 

portended.  

 ¥ in the llth and Á in the tenth, do manifestly declare, men Martiall will be unlucky 

friends and acquaintance to the Native; he must be very carefull, for they will be very 

perfidious: ¦ is in the second, he is friendly every where, and now is in Æ with § in the 

fourth, a purchase may be offered of Lands; it's good to deale safely: The Luminaries are 

both safe and free from affliction, ¡ the temporall light encreasing in light, and in Â almost 

with Pars fortunae; these seem to be assisting in repressing tha malice of the Ã of ¢ to ¡, 

which happens in July 1660. In June, July and August use no violent motion or action, 

beware of hunting, riding, &c. lest you hurt your right shoulder with a fall; and of this I give 

the more caution, because I find ¥ in “ in the Revolution, and § in ™ in the Profectionall 

Scheame, which are the two Signes afflicted by this Direction; that little affection shall be in 

your acquaintance, the ¡ doth in the Profections expresse, being in š her Detriment, and 

Lady of the llth; nay, they will prove Vipers, for the ¡ was Lady of the seventh
 
in the Radix, 

&c. we must carefully peruse the transit of the Infortunes upon or neer the 2. of ™ and “ 

this yeer, and that will point out the time of most danger, and the dayes especially to be 

taken notice of.  

 
45. yeer. Beginning ¥ Sept. 19, 1660, ending Sept. 1661. 
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It's not totally improbable, but the unkind influence of ¢ ad Ã ¡, will be retarded untill this 

moneth of September 1660, which I the rather judge, because in this annuall Revolution I 

find ¥ in the ascendant; the ascendant hath occurse to the Quintil of ¡ in œ in October, 

and ¤ to her proper Æ in ™, the ascendant in November to the Antiscion of ¤ in œ: these 

Directions doe annihilate the poyson of any evill Direction, and doe quickly recover the 

Native to his health in Body, and his mistrusted Substance in paltry peoples hands; here's 

some good and profitable returnes, and preferment in the Commonwealth: to deal in 

Jewels and Curiosities were now good; is not the Antiscion of ¤ in œ, and was not the 

Almuten in the Radix? certainly the Directions should exceedingly advance our Native's 

Affaires, and doe give him encouragement to bestirred himself e for the first halfe yeer of 

this his 45. current, it may prenote some journey towards the Northwest, &c. in February ¢ 

to Quintil of § in ™, makes our Native inquisitive after some cold reckonings and former 

lent-moneys to his ancient acquaintance.  

 ¥ to the Ã of § in — cum Lat. March 5, 1660. may be the forerunner of much 

distraction betwixt the Native and his kindred, but principally occasioned for Moneys, 

whereof the reason is cleerly, because the degree of the Direction is the cusp of the 

second in the Revolution.  

 The ascendant in April 1661. to the Termes of ¥, raises some choller in the Native, 

and discontents him and preplexes him about some Moneys he cannot well obtaine, which 

makes the Native somewhat remisse in his owne affaires, not caring which end goes 

forward, as § to Semiquadrate of § doth declare; it's now no time to be lazy and timorous, 

for ¡ in July comes at the same instant to the cuspe of the seventh house and therein also 

to a Å of the ¢, our Native must have his wits about him; and in the first place take notice, 

these Directions threaten another sicknesse, or if the former Directions were retarded by 

approach of some benevolent, this will be more dangerous, and now jump in with these 

two evill ones, sicknesse preceding from some Surfet, or a crude cold Stomack, be more 

offensive for the time; but the cusp of the seventh is in the salutiferous Termes of ¦, which 

is comfortable;  
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without any cause given, the Starres provoke many enemies to arise against you, if not the 

death of your Wife; and certainly you must be wonderous carefull of your selfe, for these 

Directions being upon the cusp of the West angle, in partill Å of ¢ Lord of the eighth, are 

more dangerous then many beleeve, for sometimes the accesse of Directions to the cusp 

is interficient and fatall to the life of man, it may be some scurvy Ague, and the lesse it 

appeares at first, the more it will endanger, if not cautiously prevented.  

 ¥ in August to his owne Termes, doth but encrease the ill portended by the precedent 

Directions, and give double caution of what was formerly threatened. 

 

Revolution for the 45. Yeer currant. 

 The ¢ is upon the cusp of the horoscope, and the ¡ separates from his Æ to a Ä of ¥ 

in the ascendant, and he is Lord of the seventh, eighth and second, so that it seems the 

yeer begins not ill, but shewes reconcilement with some former adversaries, and in effect 

seconds the good promised by the ascendant ad Quintil ¡; yet ¥ being naturally of evill 

influence, now posited in the ascendant when the Lunar Directions operate, may designe 

some sicknesse or malady, occasioned by Choler or some sudden Surf et: the position of 

§ in the second, is an argument, these Lunar Directions doe threaten, that the originall of 

his worldly disturbances may be for Money: the almost partill Æ of ¢ and ¡, both angular, 

and ascending into the upper hemisphere, the « neer the second, doe questionlesse 

lessen the precedent Directions, viz. of ¡ ad Dom. 7 & ¡ ad Å ¢, but the Native must 

arme against afflictions beforehand, and then he is that Sapiens qui dominabitur astris. ¥ 

will slander, &c. 

 

Profectionall Revolution. 

 § to š the Signe ascending in the Radix, ¦ to • where he hath triplicity and £ to “, 

¥ " to ‘, ° to the place of §, these doe exceedingly mitigate some things intended in 

Directions, and may by reason the acendant of the Radix is now  
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the fourth and § therein; give the purchase of some Lands or Tenements and to good 

profit. 

 
Directions for the 46. yeer of age, beginning ¦ Sept. 19, 1661.  

ending Sept. 1662. 

 

 The Å of ¡ to ¢ the last yeer, might 

variously afflict the Native with such 

casualties as are incident to mankind, as 

with Law-suits and some troublesome, 

scandalous women, or Solar Sicknesse, 

&c. but if they gave the occasion of 

disturbance the last yeer, they pay for it 

this, as ¤ ad Ter. ¤ insinuateth, and ¡ to 

a Å of ¤ in Tropicall or Cardinall Signes, 

he shall have some slight discord with a 

Lady or Gentlewoman, but shall in fine 

receive much good and comfort from. and 

by her meanes, and it imports a healthfull constitution in our Native, as also, some 

extravagancy in affection to a fair Gentlewoman; for certainly in the beginning of this 46. 

yeer, the Native is much concerned in womens occasions, as the 4 first Directions doe 

intimate, whereof ¤ to the Ã of the ¡ will break off all familiarity with one old friend, at 

which time some female stormes will arise, but again pacified by ¡ ad Ter, ¤ in 

December.  

 Here followes a significant Direction, viz. of the ascendant to Å of ¦, out of the twelfth 

and second: it's the more forcible, because that ¦ his strength in the Radix, and the 

casuall falling of the aspect in both his houses, and in that house where he is alwayes a 

Consignificator; this produceth much alteration in the course of our Natives living, and 

involves him in Suits, or differences with the Nobility, Gentry, or principall Gentry, or men 

where he then shall reside. The Clergy shall be pernicious unto him, either about increase 

of Tithes, or the 
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like; the Gentry contend in point of honour; but certainly the maine and principall rub will 

be, that some Noble man or Gentry may be much at this time indebted unto the Native, 

and he labourious to acquire his stocke; whereupon arises unkindnesse amongst them, 

but the victory is radically promised to the Native, or a good conclusion to our owne 

content; for it will doe well that our Native in October 1661. doe evacuate and dense the 

body of superfluous humours proceeding of aboundance of blood corrupted, and of 

flegmatique matter residing in the miseraicks; sometimes this occurse give the small Pox, 

or some such corrupt disease: its good to begin betimes to purge the body or let blood with 

good advice, for instantly the ° to a È of the ¡ occasions much action and labour in the 

Native to advance his affaires; wherein if the potency of ¦ aforesaid helpe not, he will 

finde stiffe contradiction, by reason the Judges or great Magistrates doe wilfully and with 

strong hand oppose the honour and felicity of him, as ¥ to his owne Å doth demonstrate 

out of fixed Signes, and here may seem to be noted some unluckie dissention betwixt the 

Native and some Brother or Kinsman, and also vexatious Suits in Law: now no Martiall, 

red haired men or flaxen are fit to be trusted; here's the ¡ to the CA of ¦, doubtlesse it will 

be a yeer of some unreasonable unquietnesse, one mischief e arising in the waine of 

another: here will be much defection in your acquaintances and familiar friends, and this 

duplicates the Signification of Asc. ad Å ¦, that he shall have both the Civill and common 

Lawyer and the pettifog Atturney against him; Qualibet Levi de causa: § in May and June 

meets with a Sesquiquintil of ¥ and in his terms: the Native stands stiffe to it, and with 

moderation quietly followes his occasions, and hath recovered some favour from a martiall 

Magistrate or man, whereby his affaires prosper the more, as Mare to the Quincunx of ¡ 

doth promise; but in July the ascendant is divolved to the Antiscion of ¤, and then in 

August to the Antiscion of ¢, which saith no more, but Post tot tantosque labores, 

tendimus in Latium, &c. The end crownes all things, after a laborious and vexatious yeer 

you have victory, reputation, and acquire what you desired, and some extraordinary 

preferments, even out of these Molests. Now you must  
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know, none of the Directions are extreame obnoxious, they will procure more unquiet of 

minde then losse, &c. 

 

Revolution. 

 I will say nothing of this, but that ¡ is in Æ with ¢ and applying to a Æ of ¦, and he 

neer Spica – in the tenth, being Lord of the ascendant, § Lord of the second in the 

twelfth, and he a ponderous Planet, bids you looke to Saturnine men for money matter; 

many that wish you ill, or trouble the Native dye either in prison or otherwise; for ¥ and § 

are in Ä out of the eighth and twelfth: you see ¥ out of the eighth is in Ã to the second; 

beware againe of Martiall men.  

 In the profectionall figure — ascends, and in the yeerly Revolution is culminating, which 

presages some honour and preferment, and § in his joy in › doth preserve, and disanuals 

much of the intentions of the Hylegs Directions; but indeede ¦, ¢ and ¤ elevated in the 

Annuall revolution, and § and ¥ Cadent and in dejected houses, doe promise the 

lessening of former ils. 

 
 

Directions for the 47. Yeer of age, Beginning ¤ Sept. 19, 1662, 
ending Sept. 1663. 

 
 It's impossible the two last Directions in the 

precedent yeer, can be yet extinguished, 

although they fall in a double-bodied Sign; the 

¡ to a Quintil of herselfe in ” her owne house, 

puts either forward the precedent influence or 

stirres up more matter for a future good from 

such Lunar people or Merchants as the Native 

deales with, as also, by some new way of 

adventuring to Sea, or in Commodities Lunar; it 

may also mention some Journey Northwest, or a Sea-voyage, causing out Native to be 

unstable in his inclinations, whether it be better  
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to traffick this way or that: ¤ to the Quintil of § settles his resolution, and confirmes his 

judgment in that which is advantagious, by meanes of a Saturnine man; and in December 

the ascendant to a Semiquadrate of § puts the Native into new doubts and feares, and 

some small impediment he finds to provide Moneys convenient, or he is distrustfull 

according to the Nature of §; and indeed the ¡ to a CA of ¦ may shew much falsity in 

those friends of ¦ his condition, in such things as wherein they were to have assisted the 

Native; but the CA is in Signes movable, though in angles, the contention may be hot, but 

of small continuance; for Pars fortunae ad È ¥ in the same Sign, ¥ being a friend in this 

yeers Revolution, our Native by meanes of this man is supplyed, or his cares lessened by 

such a one: in March ¦ to the Sesquiquadrate of £ begets a desire in the Native to look 

over his Servants Accompts, viz. Bills, Bonds, &c. it will doe well, and it will be time: Pars 

fortunae to the Termes of § againe makes slow payments to our Native, so that what he is 

out, cannot with speed be obtained: but ¥ to a È of £ seems to promise by meanes of a 

Mercuriall man, or some Atturney, quicknesse and speed to obtaine the same.  

 In July the ¡ to a Æ of §, giveth out Native some Inheritance, or encrease of 

Substance by death of an aged Gentlewoman, and begets the Native much repsect 

amongst the most grave and best where he lives, it concludes the yeer with a blessing; so 

that all his Neighbours and friends reJoyce with him, some Office in the Common-wealth 

seems not much pleasing, for the ascendant comes to the Termes of §. 

 
 

In the Revolution many things are considerable. 

 The degree ascending radically now culminates, and Pars fortunae therein, ¡ to l^he 

place of §, £ to his owne being Lord of the second, ¤ to the Á in the Radix, ¦ to the 

degree culminating radically, and ¥ Lord of the ascendant in ˜; these agree with the 

Directions, and shew the yeer somewhat laborious, and danger of a sicknesse, but care 

must be had of Servants, and yet some Honour or Preferment, or Inheritance; for ¡ Lady 

of the fourth, is in ’, and in the ascendant, confirming some blessing from an aged Lady 

or Gentlewoman.  
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 The Profectionall Revolution promiseth little, but some Dignity because ˜ ascends, in 

other things it's a very weak one. 

 
Directions for the 48. yeer, beginning § Sept. 19, 1663 11:43 P.M. 

ending Sept. 1664. 
 
 

Ascend, ad Antiscion of £  œ  November  11  

¦ ad Ter. ¦  ›  December  12  

Pars fortunae ad Ter. ¥  “  December  18  

¥ ad Ter. ¦  ˜  April  10, 1664  

 

 The Directions of this yeer are few, and promise not much; the ascendant of the 

Antisc. of £in the house of ¦, and second of the Birth, insinuates much stirring and action 

in the Native, and he totally inblined to Divinity, to study the Fathers, Councels, &c. as 

also, diligent in managing his affaires, by taking Accompts, by dispatching Letters, 

Commissions to parts beyond Sea, or to many part of the Kingdome, &c. procuring in 

Moneys by putting Bonds in suit, &c. as also, much conversant with Divines, Atturneys, 

Civilians, &c. ¦ to his owne Termes augments the Native's Substance; nor doth the ° to 

the Termes of ¥ impeach the benevolent influence of ¦, in regard they fall both in one 

Moneth, and that ¦ is more powerfull then ¥; as also, ¥ in April comes to the Termes of 

¦ in ˜, where ¤ in the annuall Revolution is posited: the Directions being of no more 

concernment, come we now to the Revolution. 

 Wherein the Native is advised by the positure of ¥ so neer the Horizon, and the 

existence of the radicall ascendant in the sixt, to be carefull of his health; The third Â of § 

and ¦ in the fiery Triplicity this yeer is, and fals in the twelfth of this Native's Radix, 

whereby he shall find many aged men and women to envy and maligne him, though they 

can give no reason for it, it portends victory over your enemies, and designes their 

confusion, for that ¦, was potent in the Radix, and so is again in this Â; (Europe will be 

lost ere this time:) You should receive some losse by dead Creditors, as Á in the eighth 

denotes, and your selfe will be afflicted with sore Eyes: £ with Spica Virginis, confirmes 

what the ascendant to his Antisc. prenoted, and that in a high nature; the Æ of ¢, § and ¦ 

may prenote a  
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purchase of lands or Leases, « in the second confirmes your Substance.  

 The Profectionall figure commands care to be taken of ill Neighbours and false 

Friends, for ™ ascends, and the Â of § and ¦ fals therein and the cusp if the M.C. in the 

Radix, is now in the twelfth; here's a concurrence of all, to give the precedent caution; « in 

› in this Figure, addes to the former judgment, and promiseth conversation both of what 

ascend, ad Ant. £, « in the second of the Revolution in • signified. 

 
 

Directions for the 49. yeer of age, beginning Sun Sept. 19, 1664. 17:32 P.M. 
ending Sept. 1665. 

 
 
 The major part of this 49. participates of 

slender Directions, onely we must observe ¦ 

ad Sesquiquadrate ¢ stirres up a small 

scuffling with men of good quality, and some 

disgust with Gentlemen for money, which 

Pars fortunae to the Contr. of ¥ seconds, 

with a little discontent to the Native, and that 

his owne Brother or Kindred shall deal 

untowardly with him; Souldiers, men of 

Commodities of Martiall condition, will not be 

beneficiall to the Native this first part of the 

yeer; much evill comes not from the 

precedent Directions, for ¦ ad 

Sesquiquadrate ¤, and his owne Æ, both in December 1664, banish all former fear, and 

recovers what was supposed to be doubtfull, and it imports some Honour, Preferment, or 

exceeding good successe to the Native in his affaires with Jovials, and by such 

Commodities, but the aspect being principally in the second, it should denote some ample 

encrease of Fortune by some Office: ¥ ad È ¢ augments his reputation, and reconciles 

the Solar man or men to the Native, and stirs up noble conceptions in the Native, 
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which neither £ ad Term. ¦, of ¥ È of ¤ doe impeach, but advance and put forward, 

fitting both matter for what is immediaty to succeed, and preparing men to preforme what 

is intended by the Directions not long after succeeding: the Semiquadrate of ¥ to ¦ gives 

some retarding in a businesse neer hand, by meanes of a great man, (great according to 

the manner of life the Native shall live) but what is decreed must succeed: the ascendant 

ad Ter. ¦ in ‘, takes off all contradiction, assists our Native in the execution of his 

intentions and proceedings; the same moneth M.C. ad Ter. ¤ doth assist to purpose, so 

that in August 1665, the ascendant comes to the Ä of ¥, and Pars fortunae to the llth 

house; if these are not promising Directions, let us question Lucas Gauricus: and consider 

also. ¥ had exaltation in the Signe ascending at the Birth, and that in this yeers Revolution 

he is in ˜ his owne house, ¤ in —, ¦ in the fourth, blessing the degree almost arising at 

Birth with his presence; « in the llth: from all which we may derive this judgment, That our 

Native shall have some honourable Military Preferment in the Common-wealth, (Quoad 

capax) shall much addict himselfe to Hawk, Hunt, ride Horses, and shall be in great favour 

with a King, if there be any where he lives, or with the Nobleman, Gentleman, or most 

eminent Magistrate of those times and places where he shall live, and that he shall 

advance and benefit his Fortunes excedingly thereby, or he shall now procure many 

Courtiers for his friends (if there be any Courtiers,) by whose friendship our Native's 

fortune is to better purpose advanced (Instead of Courtiers, let him apply to great mens 

Favourites); yet in September 1665. Pars fortunae comming againe to the CA of ¥, 

involves our Native in the midst of his jollity with some difficulties, about obtaining his 

Debts, Moneys, &c. especially those he entrusted to his friends and familiars. 

 
Revolution. 

 The Luminaries are safe, essentially weak, but accidentally by position, of good 

strength; ¡ in Å to Pars fortunae, some detriment by vulgar fellowes, not much it can be, 

for that ¤ is separating from Combustion, and lately separated from the Å of ¦; if the 

generall fate hinder not the Native's particular, 
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I see no evill threatened by this Revolution, but the contrary. The Profectionall Revolution 

being the same at the Birth, insinuate the Native to be very cheerfull, lustily intent to 

prosecute his affaires in the Common-wealth, &c. 

 
 

Directions for the 50. yeer of age, beginning ¡ Sept. 19, 1665, 23:21 P.M., 
ending Sept. 1666. 

 

 ¦ to the cusp of the second house begins 

the yeer well, in expectation of some gaine and 

good Returnes, which ¢ ad Ter. £ in ™, doth 

not contradict; but in October £ on the cusp of 

the twelfth, and the ascendant to the Ã of £, 

bid our Native be carefull of trecherous and 

theevish Servants, let him have care he be not 

robbed in his Travels by common Theeves; it 

involves the Native into much variety of 

troubles, and questions the Native for Moneys, 

perhaps he is sued for Suretiship; the Native is 

molested for that or those things he never 

dreamed of; it stirres up many adversaries, and 

many law-suits, produceth the Tooth-ach, pain in the Head, &c. or some flatuous Disease, 

or the Hypocondriack passion; have great care of Theeves: The ascendant to the Æ of the 

¡ instantly suceeding, seems to keep off a great part of the malevolent Direction, so that 

all which is predicted formerly will be lessened, and the Native well comforted and 

refreshed by a Lunar party, and will obtaine some benefit by meanes of a young 

Gentlewoman.  

 £ in January to the Byquintil of §, composeth differences with gravity and discretion, 

and by aged persons, ° to a Ä of ¥ augments the Natives substance by his way to 

Traffique or 
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Commerce, and delights the Native in riding and chaff ring in horses to good purpose, and 

it will be safe to deale with Martiall men and Commodities, which M.C. to a Sesquiquintill of 

¥ in š predicts will be profitable and produce good profit. In April ¥ meets with the Ã of 

§, the aspect falling in the tenth and fourth may shew some questioning the Estate, Lands 

or Tenements of the Native, and may retard a place or Office our Native lookes after, 

whereat the Native is troubled and in danger of the Piles in Ano, and of some obstructions 

in the head and throat, or the Spleene with melancholly flegme, &c. In May 1666, the 

ascendant to the Antis. of £ recovers some Monies the Native sued for in the beginning of 

the yeere, which probably it may be something bequeathed the Wife, or concerning the 

Debts of some lately deceased creditors, &c. much and frequent conversation with the 

aged, as Asc. ad Semiquintil of § imports, and benefit thereby; the Native much, given to 

be Bookish: The ¢ to the twelfth house, advise the Native that he may increase and thrive 

by dealing in great Cattle, but not so well with Men; for new enemies arise, scandall and 

slander the Native with new and unheard of reproaches; and it threatens usually restraint 

of liberty, if other Directions concurre; but because its no more then a transit, and the Æ of 

the ¡ to the ascendant is yet in force, no great matter comes of it. ¦ to the termes of ¥ in 

July 1666, promotes some new stirs and some unnecessary dispute for worldly wealth: the 

willingnesse of the Native to obtaine it doth £ to Quintil of himselfe prenote; and the much 

action of the Native in managing the businesse. ¥ to the È of £ solicites the Native to 

procure his affaires with much more then ordinary pursuit; but the ascendant againe 

afflicted by the malicious Ã of £, either false oathes, untrusty servants, or common 

Theeves againe doe impeach the Natives quietnesse, and cause some to detaine what is 

due to the Native from the deceased; and it may be also feared he may be troubled for 

some debts belonging to the Wife, or disturbed about some Estate accruing to her. 

Mercuriall Men, Merchants, Scribes, Scrivers, Taylors, &c. will be unprofitable 

acquaintance, from the beginning to the latter end of this yeer. And verily the Native will 

hardly evade this yeer, £ being most  
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properly Anaraeta, and the Ascendant comming twice to his Ã give cause to fear, either a 

Lethargy or pure Grief shall endanger the Native's life this yeer.  

 

Revolution. 

 ¡ and ¢ are in Ä out of angles, ¦, ¢ and ¡ in Ä; ¥, ¡ and ¢ in Æ; £ a significator of 

professed enemies, shewes the weaknesse of those are ordained in the Directions to 

molest him.  

 The Ã of ¦ and ¥ in Signes fixed, have relation to ¢ to the cusp of the twelfth house, 

it may be feared some damage by ill Debtors, may put the Native in feare of imprisonment, 

or strong contention with a world of malicious people, the ¡ is with Oculus ’ (Or a sudden 

violent Feaver): some danger by a Brother if at all ingaged either by Bond or word: § in his 

owne house helps well, being he was radically Lord of the ascendant; but doubtlesse 

much expence of Substance here will be, and a yeer of variety of action, ending with much 

difficulty, and better then the Native imagines. Its not fit to intrust or have much agitation 

with the Nobility or Gentry this yeer, nor with the Clergy.  

 The Profectionall ascendant is in Ä of ¢ and ¡, in the annuall revolution; but § having 

no dignities where he is, as also afflicting the Signe of “ in the sixt, in the radix; points out 

theevish Servants, which may by care either be prevented or lessened; but withall he 

imports some flatuous Disease.  

 In 1667, the ascendant comes to the Ã of ¢ and ¤, which I conceive will be fatall to 

the Native, or very dangerous; for ¢ is Lord of the eighth, and ¤ of the fourth: beyond that 

yeer its possible the Native may live, its not in Mans power positively to set downe the 

certaine number of yeeres, he must submit to God therein; but in that yeer I finde no 

benevolent Directions to afford comfort: and although neither ¢ or ¤ are properly Anareta, 

but £; yet I conceive £ the yeer before will give the Cause, and continue the Informity; but 

these Directions cut off life. 
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 Reader,  

 Behold now this Nativity judged, which if thou art courteous, thou hast reason to accept 

kindly of, being it leads thee to do the like upon any: It had appeared more exquisite, but 

the angry Angell of God visited my house with the Plague, even at that time when 

perfecting the latter part of my Book, and also this Nativity:  

Quis taliasando  

Temperat a Lachrimis. 

 In the Directions, where thou findest Quintil it signifieth Quincunx, a new aspect, 

consisting of 150 degrees; the Semiquintils, Quintils, Sesquiquintils and Byquintils, in 

judgment are of the nature of the Æ and Ä, but operate not all out so strongly: the 

Semiquadrate and Sesquiquadrate participate of the nature of the Å aspect.  

 My great affliction at present conclusion of this Work, bids thee accept my good will, 

and passe by my very many imperfections in the preceding Treatises, having advised with 

no man living in any thing comprehended in all the three Books. 

Finitur Die £ September 8, 1647, 5:30 P.M. that very day five weeks my house was first 

shut up. Non me sedopera.  

William Lilly. 

 

 Before thou readest anything, correct the Errataes; and whereas in the Directions of 

the Nativity thou findest §, ¦, ¥, ¤ and £ directed to their Promittors, thou must know I 

have taken their severall Circles of Position, and directed them, but the Work swelling so 

much, I was unwilling to insert their severall directions; the Pole under which they were 

directed, thou findest hereunto annexed.  
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The Circle of Position of §, ¦, ¥, ¤, £.  
 

Longitude of §   09  02  ’ 
South Latitude   02  58  
North declination under earth   11  42  
Right ascention   37  36  
Distance from the fourth house   04  34  
Circle of Position   08  00  
Oblique ascention   35  57  
Longitude of ¦   21  55 ™ 
Latitude South   00  37  
Declination South above earth   23  52  
Right ascention  261  11  
Distance from Midheaven   39  01  
Circle of Position   52  00  
Oblique ascention  295  03  
Longitude of ¥   00  54 • 
Latitude North   00  28  
Declination North above earth   20  32  
Right ascention  123  14  
Distance from Midheaven   98  56  
Pole of Position   51  00  
Oblique descention  149  02  
Longitude of ¤   06  54 — 
Latitude South   01  00  
South declination above earth   01  50  
Right ascention  186  43  
Distance from Midheaven   35  27  
Pole of Position   39  00  
Oblique descention  182  57  
Longitude of £   03  34 — 
Latitude South   01  32  
Declination South above earth   02  49  
Right ascention  182  40  
Pole of Position   41  00  
Oblique descention  183  50  
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A Table of Longitudes and Latitudes of certain Cities 
and great Townes in England 

 Longitude Latitude 
Barwick  21  43  55  43  
Bristol 21  43  51  41  
Cambridge 24  25  52  16  
Canterbury    51  06  
Carrnarvan 20  08  53  33  
Carmarthen  20  08  52  26  
Chester 20  23  53  11  
Chichester  21  37  50  51  
Colchester  25  25  52  00  
Coventry  22  45  52  42  
Carlile 21  31  54  55  
Cockermouth  21  26  55  07  
St. Davids in Wales  19  13  52  20  
Dover  25  45  51  10  
Dublin in Ireland 16  40  53  04  
Durham 22  00  54  57  
Exeter 19  11  50  40  
St. Edmundsbury 24  37  52  27  
Edenborough in Scotland  23  50  56  15  
Flocester 22  11  52  20  
Hereford 24  43  52  22  
Lancaster  21  55  54  22  
Leicester 00  00  53  29  
Lincoln 22  52  53  12  
London  24  20  51  32  
Ludlow in Wales 21  46  52  43  
Manchester 22  00  53  42  
Newark   53  06  
Northampton 22  29  52  30  
Norwich 25  36  52  40  
Oxford 23.  26  51  42  
Lyzard-Point in Cornwal 19  25  50  10  
Peterborough 24  00  52  40  
Rye 25  10  51  00  
Shrewsbury 21  47  53  00  
Southampton 22  58  51  10  
Tynmouth neer Newcastle 24  20  55  10  
Walsingham 25  13  52  54  
Worchester 21  42  52  12  

 


